
EXPECT EXCEPTIONAL

RPS Defense is an Aerospace and Defense Industry leading services provider established 

by Air Force veterans in 2012. Our focus on operational excellence drives our ability to go 

above and beyond customer expectations, and our make-it-happen mindset has earned 

RPS Defense a reputation as a leading provider of defense aviation services around the 

globe.

MISSION-ORIENTED WITH A WARFIGHTER AND CUSTOMER FOCUS

CORE CAPABILITIES

PROVEN PERFORMANCE

Flight Operations

Flight Training
Maintenance

Test & Evaluation

Munitions Support

Intelligence

COMPANY OVERVIEW

Headquartered in Dallas, TX

Veteran-founded, Veteran-led

$300M+ contracts awarded to date
Combat-proven GOCO ops provider
Full service support across all flight disciplines

100% Outstanding Annual Flight Inspections

100% On-time Performance

100% On-Time Program Start-up & Transition

100% Exceptional CPAR Cost Control Ratings

300,000+ Flight Hours Conducted to Date

RPS Defense is deeply aligned with the military operational culture. Over 95% of our 

employees have a military and operational background. We are mission-focused, 

operational-oriented, and take great pride in our ability to meet our customers’ needs 

through proven processes with speed and agility.

NATIONAL PRESENCE

GLOBAL EMPLOYMENT



15305 DALLAS PARKWAY, STE 1600
ADDISON, TX 75001-6491

With over 70 aircrew and combined experience of over 300,000+ Government-

Owned Contractor-Operated (GOCO) flight hours across an array of aircraft, RPS 

Defense is uniquely equipped to lead, manage, and execute flight operations and 

UAS services around the globe.

RPS Defense provides comprehensive course and courseware development, 

training, and performance management for any manned or UAS mission. Our 

effective methods of measurement ensure student performance and instruction 

quality, resulting in increased efficiency and improved operational safety.

RPS Defense offers a full spectrum of military and commercial maintenance 

services, ensuring safe, reliable, and efficient flight operations. Our exceptional 

staff of maintenance pros carry Airframe & Powerplant (A&P) certifications, 

along with myriad of other advanced licenses and authorizations, to provide our 

customers only the highest-caliber maintenance services and solutions.

RPS Defense analysts perform classified and unclassified analysis across a broad 

spectrum of intelligence domains. Our expert and detailed technical analysis and 

written all-source assessments on adversary systems, sub systems, and 

components are provided for use across the entire DoD Intelligence Community.

RPS Defense provides world-class flight test operations, leveraging our deep 

knowledge and experience developing, validating and executing test plans to 

ensure our customers’ newest technologies deliver the capabilities required for 

tomorrow’s missions. 

FLIGHT OPS

FLIGHT TRAINING

MAINTENANCE

TEST & EVALUATION

MUNITIONS

RPS Defense is a recognized leader in munitions system integration, testing, loading, 

training and curriculum creation. Whether outfitting manned aircraft or unmanned 

combat aerial vehicles, our munitions services emphasize repeatable processes and 

safety, with checks every step of the way to ensure accountability, redundancy, and 

quality of work.

INTELLIGENCE

DEFENSE SERVICES

CAGE CODE: 70EK9
DUNS: 078823385

Kevin Buddelmeyer
(937) 938-0682
kbuddelmeyer@rpsdefense.com

Carl Thunberg
(760) 535-1881
cthunberg@rpsdefense.com

CONTACT INFORMATION: NAICS INFORMATION:
488190 (Primary)
541990, 541330, 611512
SDVOSB/VOSB in 541715 & 336411

www.rpsdefense.com


